Intelligent Data Moves

Maximize The Return On Your Storage Investment
Access to prior patient data is key to providing high-quality and efficient care. As diagnostic imaging systems mature and short-term storage nears capacity, the need to upgrade or replace becomes vital to your continued success.

Data moves are about more than just transferring data from one storage platform to another. At Change Healthcare, we understand that when a patient’s personal health data needs to be moved as the result of an upgrade or replacement, it should be treated with the utmost care to ensure that the integrity and the confidentiality of the data are maintained.

Why Intelligent Data Move Services?
Medical Imaging Consulting Data Management Solutions uses a complete Intelligent Data Move toolkit, including services and software, to make this process as efficient as possible. Our Intelligent Data Move Services give you the flexibility to quickly move only relevant patient data to the short-term storage devices.

A mutually agreed-upon Service Level Agreement (SLA) between us and you will define how much data needs to move, what types of data moves are required, and the number of months required to be online.

Industry-Proven Methodology
A successful data move requires market experience, flexible software tools, the right hardware, technical expertise, clearly defined SLA’s, and well-defined processes. We have performed thousands of data moves to and from different storage platforms.

Our Intelligent Data Move Specialists are familiar with multi-platform architecture. By leveraging resources and expertise to analyze a facility’s specific business operations, they can help design, plan, implement, and manage the project to best meet your custom needs.

Regardless of your storage platform, Medical Imaging Consulting is the single-source solution to help you accurately move all of your diagnostic imaging data.
Move Only Your Most Relevant Clinical Data on Your PACS and CVIS

Features

- A single-source solution that is Service Level Agreement (SLA) based and scalable to meet your needs.
- Three components of a typical intelligent data move ensure that recent and relevant data is available when needed. These include:
  - **Short-term storage to short-term storage**: Data that resides on the legacy short-term storage that is newer than the specified SLA, is validated and moved from the legacy short-term storage to the new storage using Change application layer cache data move utilities.
  - **Archive to short-term storage**: Any data newer than the specified SLA that is not currently on the short-term storage is retrieved from the archive device and placed into the new short-term storage. This data is moved and validated using Change proprietary application layer archive retrieval utilities.
  - **Short-term storage flushing**: Any data currently residing in the short-term storage that is older than the defined SLA needs to be removed. This data is validated against the archive and then flushed off the short-term storage using Change proprietary application layer data flushing utilities.
- Safe retirement of legacy short-term storage once the data moves are completed.
- A final report summarizing the results of the Intelligent Data Move is provided.

Why Choose Us?

Medical Imaging Consulting will act as your organization’s strategic partner to help optimize performance and operate efficiently before, during, and after adopting new technology capabilities. Our Data Management Solutions team has the intimate knowledge and expertise required to perform Intelligent Data Move Services for Change Healthcare Radiology Solutions and Change Healthcare Cardiology Solutions clients. Other vendors or third party data move companies lack specific database access and product knowledge to interpret the data and perform the intelligent data move at the application layer.

About Change Healthcare

Change Healthcare is inspiring a better healthcare system. Working alongside our customers and partners, we leverage our software and analytics, network solutions and technology-enabled services to help them improve efficiency, reduce costs, increase cash flow, and more effectively manage complex workflows. Together, we are accelerating the journey toward improved lives and healthier communities.
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